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Brothers day movie in tamil

Kalabhavan Shajon's directorial debut Brother's Day starring Prithviraj takes a lead that fits the title. Prithvi takes the plot forward, and he is actually a doting brother, whose sister overcomes a traumatic past. But this isn't about a brother alone. Shajon, who has also written the film, fills the film with a variety of characters. So it's only natural
that the film will have a number of parallel tracks, akin to the family drama films of the 80s. The first part of Brother's Day is mostly a mix of fun and frolics around Prith's character Ronnie and his pal Munna who run a catering venture. But the movie doesn't start with that. It starts with a flashback somewhere in Tamil Nadu with the story of
a family disintegrating mainly because of a drunkard father. There are the seeds of a brother's devotion sown, but it is also tragic. Doting brother must kill his father and his paedophile friend to save his sister. Bloodshed is natural, but the brother and sister also had to part ways, but unlike in the 80s, we are not sure if the brother is actually
our protagonist or the villain until the end of the film. There may be someone else too, and Shajon has made this tension element well. Aside from Ronni's sister adopted by Prayaga Martin, Shajon also lists three other actresses, including Madonna, who is the protagonist's wisher. Aiswarya Lakshmi and Miya are characters woven to
unravel the dark nuances of our villain, played by Prasanna. Prasanna's character is first dicey and gradually a psychoelement is shockingly revealed. So a psychopath who is blackmailing women takes Brother's Day from the first masala mix to a thriller tale. Shajon has handled the change of pace well. Then reveals the story of Brother's
Day with some fine action sequences, twists and turns. Prithviraj has dabbled with a mix of comedy for Brother's Day lighter moments while Prasanna stands out in the dark hues of the evil character. The comic scenes at times leave the film in the first place, but the action sequences have been carefully visualized. Shajon has cast
Brothers Day as a family film in the first place, but he later switches it to thriller mode. The director has also used flashbacks a little too much to solve the plot, and along with the songs, the two-hour forty-five-minute film can be considered a little long. Prasanna made her Mollywood debut with 'Brother's Day' But then it is positioned as an
Onam release, justifying a huge variety of characters and the duration of the film. Brother's Day has all the ingredients for a commercial entertainer, although the presence of some characters may seem like a deliberate act by the filmmakers. Shajon also hasn't bothered to uncover the reason behind the villain's psychic trait. Since the film
begins in Tamil Nadu, it is only apt that a Tamil song wafts in it, but the surprise is that it is in the voice of a Tamil star. Shajon even makes a cameo appearance towards the end to close of an apparent murder of a hardcore criminal from Tamil Nadu, who turns out to be our villain to redeem the film from the dark claws of a psychokiller, so
that peace, harmony, fun, romp and romance can flow into the lives of our beloved brother and his close and dearest. Home » Gallery » Tollywood » Prithviraj Sukumaran's Brother's Day Movie Malayalam And Tamil Versions Streaming On Amazon Prime Video Prithviraj Sukumaran's Brother's Day Movie Malayalam and Tamil Versions
Streaming On Amazon Prime Video (Photo:SocialNews.XYZ) Prithviraj Sukumaran's latest film Brother's Day is Streaming On Amazon Prime Video in both Malayalam and Tamil versions. The film is available at Malayalam Version: Tamil Version: Joy runs a hotel and catering service in Fort Kochi with Rony and Munna. One nice day
Rony meets an unexpected guest named Chandy and they get very close, but Chandy doesn't reveal their true identity to them. Many unexpected events take place when Shiva enters their lives. What happens between all these characters builds the rest of the story. Genres Action, Comedy, International Director Kalabhavan Shajohn with
Prithviraj Sukumaran, Prasanna, Madonna Sebastian Supporting actors Aishwarya Lekshmi, Miya George, Prayaga Martin, Vijayaraghavan, Dharmajan Bolgatty For the celebration, see Sibling Day. 2019 film directed by Kalabhavan Shajon Brother's DayDirected byKalabhavan ShajohnProduced byListin StephenWritten byKalabhavan
ShajohnStarringPrithviraj SukumaranPrasannaAishwarya LekshmiMadonna SebastianPrayaga MartinMiya GeorgeMusic by4 MusicsCinematographyJithu DamodarEdited by Akilesh MohanProductioncompany Frame MagicstriDistri 6. September 164, 2019 (2019-09-06) Running time164 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageMalayalamBudget
£6 croreBox office £15 crore Brother's Day is an Indian Malayalam-language family thriller film written and directed by Kalabhavan Shajohn in its directorial debut. Produced by Listin Stephen, the film features Prithviraj Sukumaran, Prasanna, Aishwarya Lekshmi, Madonna Sebastian, Prayaga Martin and Miya George. The film marks the
debut of Prasanna as an actress and Dhanush as a singer and lyricist in Malayalam cinema. Music for the film was composed by 4 Musics. Main photography began on 16 March 2019 and was completed in mid-July after a 96-day long filming. The film was released in theaters around the world on June 6, 2016. Plot Story revolves around
a young boy named Shiva. His father is an alcoholic and treats him very badly because he doubts his paternity on Shiva and blames his wife for it. Later, his mother gives birth to a little girl and dies while working. Shiva calls her Peeli. Shiva starts taking care of her sister. He and his sister share a beautiful and soulful bond. Over time, both
very close to each other. One day, when Shiva returns home, he sees his father's friend try to abuse her with his father's consent. In a rage of anger, he kills his father and his father's friend friend to save his sister. He then takes his sister and walks out of the house,but finds so many people around the house. Shiva gets scared and tries
to escape with Peeli, but the latter who is in shock after watching his father die refuses to move with his brother. But Shiva escapes. Years later, the story shifts to a church where a wedding takes place. A person named Rony (Prithviraj Sukumaran) is shown wearing a suit. Later it is shown that the wedding is for his boss. Rony has been
shown to be part of the catering team. While serving people at the wedding Rony meets Jema and suspects her of crashing the wedding. He later learns that she is the daughter of his boss. Both begin to like each other. Rony is then sent to pick up a tourist named Chandy by one of his friends. When he gets to the bus stop, he finds
Chandy on the roof of the bus. Chandy has been shown to be an alcoholic and very difficult to deal with. While taking Chandi back to his friend's hotel Rony is interrupted by some local students trying to stop him from taking tourists as his friend does not have a license. Rony gets into a fight and crushes all the students. Later when they
arrive at the hotel, Rony becomes aware that Chandy he brought was someone else. When Chandy, Rony and Jema go to hangout Rony tells a tragic story about his life. Rony has been shown to have a sister, Ruby, who is bedridden and has serious health problems. So in a flashback, Rony explains how the incident took place. Ruby
was in love with her friend and both got married and went on their honeymoon. Both are later found in the jungle where his friend has been killed by someone and his sister is in critical condition. Later, Chandy faces an accident and breaks his left leg. Rony goes to help him and befriends Chandy. It is revealed that Chandi is actually a
businessman. Chandi introduces his daughter, Santa Claus to Rony. One day he'll take Santa to meet his sister Ruby. When they meet, he finds out about Shiva, a notorious criminal who is the cause of his friend's death and injuries to his sister. A number of incidents have been shown to showcase the crimes Shiva has committed. Later it
is shown that Santa claus is Peeli and was adopted by Chandi when she was in an orphanage. In a series of incidents, it is revealed that Shiva is the brother of Santa Claus, and he used her to commit crimes. Santa claus is blackmailed by Shiva for money. When she reaches a jungle to give Shiva money, he tries to kill her. He's holding
her hostage in a place. When Chandy and Rony find out about all this, they go looking for Santa. Rony enters the jungle to find Santa While Chandi stays in the car. Rony finds Santa and tries to escape. Suddenly Shiva appears in front of Rony with goons. Rony fights all goons while Shiva takes Santa Claus. Rony storms behind Shiva
and both start fighting. Rony meets Shiva and takes Santa with him. Shiva then tries to kill them with a pole when Chandi arrives and hits him with the car. Shiva is shown smiling and then the film shows that Ruby, is okay and Rony takes her home. A flashback appears where Rony kills shiva with the same rod while Shiva smiles. Finally,
it's shown that Rony, Jema and Ruby are going on a long drive. Cast Prithviraj Sukumaran as Rony Prasanna as Shiva Aishwarya Lekshmi as Santa/Peeli Madonna Sebastian as Jema George Prayaga Martin as Ruby Miya George as Thaneesha Vijayaraghavan as Kurishinkal Chandy Dharmajan Bolgatty as Munna/Getty Valsan
Kottayam Nazeer as Joy Vijayakumar as CI Alex Kurian Spadikam George as George Thomas Ponnamma Babu as Susanna George Shivaji Guruvayoor as Basheer Mohammed Anil Murali as politician Prem Prakash as Michael Pauly Valsan as Valyammachi Kochu Pre husband as priest Vanitha Krishnachandran as Nun Maala Parvathi
as Basheer wife Dinesh Panicker as Davis Naseer Sankranthi as Police Constable Resmi Anil as Nun Anjana Appukuttan who serves Vinod Kedamangalam as marriage broker Mime Gopi as Peeli's Father Jayasankar Karimuttam as Peeli's father's friend Eric Zachariah as Young Shiva Baby Kezia as Young Peeli Kalabhavan Shajohn as
Police Officer (Guest Role) Production Brother's Day marks the director and screenwriter debut of actor Kalabhavan Shajohn. It was on the sets of Oozham (2016) that Shajohn told the script to Prithviraj. Shajohn had no plans to direct the film at the time. He asked Prithviraj to recommend someone and Prithviraj encouraged Shajohn to
direct the film himself and agreed to act provided he directs. Produced by Listin Stephen, the film was made on a budget of ₹ 6 crore. Shajohn describes the film as a family thriller. [2] Miya, Aishwarya Lekshmi, Madonna Sebastian and Prayaga Martin play the four female lead roles. The film marks the Malayalam film debut of actress
Prasanna. [4] The film began on 16 July 2019. [8] [9] Soundtrack Brother's DaySoundtrack album by 4 Musics, NadirshahRecorded5 August 2019VenueKochi, ChennaiStudioNHQ StudioStudio 6/8My StudioWunderbar StudiosGenreFilmiLanguageMalayalam, TamilLabelMagic Frames The music for the film was composed by the
ensemble group 4 Music and Nadirshah. Dhanush wrote and sang the Tamil song Nenjodu Vinaa, which marked his singing debut in Malayalam. Madhu Vasudevan, B. K. Harinarayanan, Jis Joy, Nellai Jayantha were the other copywriters. Brother's Day (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack)No.TitleLyricsMusicSinger(s)Length1. Nenjodu
VinaaDhanush, Biby Mathew4 MusicDhanush3:002. Chellam ChellamB. K. Harinarayanan4 MusicAbhijith Kollam4:383. Thalolam ThumbippennalleMadhu Vasudevan4 Zia Ul Haq, Biby Mathew, Haritha Balakrishnan, Vrinda Shameek Ghosh, Judith Ann Release Brother's Day were released in theaters around the world on June 6, 2015.
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